FREE EXHIBITION SEMINARS - DAY 1 WEDNESDAY 13 FEBRUARY
Theatre 1

Theatre 2

DEMO ZONE
Theatre 3

Theatre 4

Theatre 5

Theatre 6

Theatre 7

Theatre 8

Theatre 9

Theatre 10

Theatre 11

Agile video production with PowerPoint

Adaptive learning in the real world: Award
winning certification preparation

Essential elements of modern performance
management

Increase effectiveness through engagement
across the entire learning journey

10:15
10:45

Power to your people - Democratising
learning

How to make Customer experiences a
success!

Artificial intelligence in L&D

Knowledge retention through skill assessment

Building immersive learning experiences in
virtual reality

Session delivered by CBTL

Put change into action fast: only 8% of
organisations actually see the impact of their
transformation programmes - learn how they
do it

11:00
11:30

Living the modern learning experience

The pitfalls of localising video content and
how to avoid them

LEP's: how can they help you transform into
a learning organization

LXPs: Delivering on your promise of
professional development

How to create great digital learning that works

Today is a good day to smile and mean it

What's the added value of a simulation tool in
learning technical skills in medical field?

e-Learning localization advice and
considerations for global audiences

Using eLearning to tackle Bullying, Bias and
other HR headaches

Tips for designing effective tests and exams

Yes, we can! Challenges and solutions in CEE
e-learning projects

11:45
12:15

5 smarts to engage your learners

License to skill – how to identify, develop
and accelerate skills acquisition in the
workplace

How to empower 18,000 team members to
be decision makers & be customer-centric The Scandic Hotels journey

Building high-impact learning culture with
learningCloud

What’s new and what’s next in articulate 360

It’s not you it’s me... Learning to manage the
customer/supplier relationship

The future L&D team: Essential skills and
emerging roles

Bridging the skills gap: How Photobox is
re-defining learning

How an AI powered digital agent can deliver
business improvements, fast, and help save
lives!

Using your levy wisely and maximising other
funding training routes

The future of work in L&D: Are you ready?

12:30
13:00

Success with digital transformation:
Lessons in engagement from magpie’s
100% retention rate

2019 workplace learning report: The
breakout year for the talent developer

Understanding the open eLearning
ecosystem with Moodle & Totara

Shaping futures: how to engage tomorrow’s
‘foraging learner’ using insights from our past

How high-performance companies are using
LMS to recruit, train, and retain top talent

JYSK’s digital transformation from eLearning to
mLearning to 'wow'

Assessments and measurability: how to know if
training is working

The evolution of 70:20:10

Getting the most out of micro learning

It's time to let go of control: practical steps to
becoming a high impact L&D service provider

Don’t tick the box

13:15
13:45

Making the most of the modern player in
Articulate Storyline 360

Top 10 lies eLearning sales people tell you,
presented by a sales person

Content Curation: building a self-directed
learning culture where employees drive their
own development

Creating tomorrow’s learning, today at
AstraZeneca

Ann Summers – a new approach: How
colleagues self-selecting their learning
introduced a self-driven learning culture which
boosted engagement and their bottom line

The power of a growth mindset

How learning technologies are transforming
sales training

Virtual Reality: reduce training time, improve
results

Mental health learning/wellbeing

Case study: eXact learning solutions & CNED.
Practical insights from CNED’s delivery of
external e-learning

Are you ready for the next generation?

14:00
14:30

A fast, visual demonstration about
energising learning and development
engagements!

Extended enterprise success: How to deliver
digital transformation for external customers

Putting the pieces together: Creating
meaningful integrated learning experiences

Launch your mobile learning initiative with a
content strategy that really rocks

Learn More. Grow Business. Be Compliant.
Measure Impact

L&D the RBS perspective

The 5 latest trends in assessment and how they
can transform your organisation

Future proof your workforce, empower your
learners and stimulate their desire to learn

Why it all goes wrong and how to get it right:
Valuable lessons when implementing an LMS
and elearning courses

The time for change is now. This is
everything you need to know about virtual
and augmented reality

AI & learning: The truth behind the trend

14:45
15:15

The future of attracting & retaining talent:
Engage employees in their development

Be less David Brent: Video learning for
leadership success

How we can transform humanity through
learning augmentation

Artificial intelligence and machine learning:
Practical applications for talent development

Mobile, microlearning and AI - How to combine
the big three

A future without limits

Is the LMS really dying or do we need to
improve how we engage our learners?

Design models for interactive video in a
learning context

Building immersive learning today

How L&D will transform the workforce in 2019

Uncanny valley meets the empathy machine:
CG content Vs 360° video in immersive
learning

15:30
16:00

5 ways to cash in on language learning

Content for the elastic workforce

How Envigo embraced the freedom to
innovate with Totara Learn

How to change cultures through better learning
experiences

How I completely revamped global employee
training in just 4 weeks

Digital leadership. Competence development.
With real blended learning experiences. With
the cBook™

Building game elements - How hard is it?

Explain complex ideas with animation

Virtual reality versus the flight or freeze
response

Business to consumer education where L&D
and marketing meets

5 top tips for using technology in learning

16:15
16:45

Transforming the learner’s landscape

Employees are just like people

Successfully localizing highly interactive
media-rich e-learning courses for global
projects

Modernizing frontline employee training

Hyundai Motor America - Transforming people
development in retail

How to make apprenticeships work for your
business

Unleash the power of Strategic Intelligence

When the wheels come off - The importance of
culture, and an introduction to Leaderbox

Making tech do the work: Collaborating in
the cloud

How user-generated video innovation is
boosting team capability and sales impact at
Verizon

Theatre 3

Theatre 4

Theatre 5

Theatre 6

Theatre 8

Theatre 9

Theatre 10

Theatre 11

Hyundai Motor America - Transforming people
development in retail

Session delivered by Kallidus

eLearning for all: Top tips for designing
accessible eLearning

When the wheels come off - The importance of
culture, and an introduction to Leaderbox

Avoiding buyer’s remorse - how to prevent
procurement failure and deliver lasting value

FREE EXHIBITION SEMINARS - DAY 2 THURSDAY 14 FEBRUARY
Theatre 1

Theatre 2

Theatre 7

10:15
10:45

The state of digital learning in 2019 - what’s
really working

When do you actually learn?

Using video to support digital transformation

Getting ready for generation Z: How video is
making learning and development efforts more
effective

11:00
11:30

The learning experience in digital
transformation

5 rules to being an explanation expert

Hilti switched off its LMS to move into a
next-generation learning platform - The
results are astonishing

The writings on the wall - tips and tricks
to boost your organisations learning culture
and ROI

Better data = better learning

How to create great digital learning that works

Perfect tools for your digital transformation:
improving quality, cost effectiveness and sales

Why your sales team needs a different training
strategy

Confessions of an online learning designer

Upskilling in mining: How Anglo American is
using learning to drive performance

The key strategy you’re ignoring, content as a
business asset

11:45
12:15

Innovation as an accelerator for high-impact
learning

The future of learning and development – is
your organisation ready?

Produce outstanding green screen videos in
minutes with Rapidmooc

5 ways to cash in on language learning

Simplifying your workflow with articulate 360

Today is a good day to smile and mean it

Don’t tick the box

Personalizing skills training at scale

Innovation in learning - Reimagining the future

Building a culture of talent development The Saba journey

Mapping the landscape and driving the
evolution of learning technology

12:30
13:00

5 smarts to engage your learners

Fifty Is the new thirty

Overcoming generational differences Engaging all generations in the learning
process

Shaping futures: how to engage tomorrow’s
‘foraging learner’ using insights from our past

How an AI powered digital agent can
deliver business improvements, fast, and help
save lives!

10 considerations for selecting an LMS

The hero’s journey

The art of content reuse: Build faster with
discrete learning objects

Empowering your team with an engaging
learning solution for effective training and
professional development

Harnessing the power of emerging
technologies to bridge the Learning - Doing’
Gap - AR, VR and more!

Role of L&D: What do modern practitioners
need to be?

13:15
13:45

Performance management is broken: learn
how to fix it with Totara

License to skill – how to identify, develop
and accelerate skills acquisition in the
workplace

The 4 archetypes of innovation - Insights
from the 2018 IDC survey

Six practical tips for using neuroscience to
power learning design

How do you encourage more diverse tech talent
to join your business?

Session delivered by Klaxoon

Measure, motivate, master: the future of
employee learning

Women leading change

Executive education 4.0

Getting the most out of micro learning

Scaling personalised corporate learning for a
global network

14:00
14:30

Open source learning

10 million users cannot be wrong!

Digital transformation and e-learning
integration with Brightspace by D2L

Spice up your training in animal health!

How to create effective and engaging training
videos

Learn More. Grow Business. Be Compliant.
Measure Impact

Learning behaviour metrics you should
(but probably aren’t) measuring today

Leadership videos to inspire your managers with special guest David Brent

The role of L&D in leading digital transformation

Measuring learning impact 8 case studies in
30 minutes

Real world modern learning: Digitising legacy
content

14:45
15:15

Making the most of the Modern Player in
Articulate Storyline 360

Two years on from the new apprenticeship
regulations - The good, the bad and a case
study

Quit bite sizing and start deepskilling! Why
and how transformative learning is radically
changing business

The power of big conversations

Session delivered by Clear Review

From movement campaigning to digital
movement learning. A successful performance
culture. Throughout the whole employee life-cycle

How learning technologies are transforming
sales training

Augmenting your LMS: How to build a learning
tech stack to reduce the costs of training

Death to default design

Make the right choice using L&D to enhance
integrity and drive cultural change within
financial services organisations

The EDF Energy story: Extending the
classroom experience with learner-generated
video

15:30
16:00

Power from the data - using diagnostics to
target training

Best practices for developing translation
friendly e-learning content

Give a warm welcome to your newest team
member, artificial intelligence

Proficiency as the new currency of learning:
Mircolearning that drives behaviour change
at scale

How to solve a problem like L&D: Research
playback and plotting a path to success

Come grow with us – The Corinthia Hotels
learning journey

The future L&D team: Essential skills and
emerging roles

BrandTV

Using eLearning to tackle bullying, bias and
other HR headaches

Make the right choice – using L&D to enhance
integrity and drive cultural change within
financial services organisations

Democratization of knowledge & learning in
the enterprise

9 tactics to guarantee business impact!

When the wheels come off - The importance of
culture, and an introduction to Leaderbox

Selecting and implementing an LMS: An
insider’s guide

Global delivery of your content through Active
Reader™

16:15
16:45

Assessments and measurability: how to know if
Behind the Fosway 9-Grid™- Europe's only
training is working
learning tech vendor analysis and how to use it

DAY 1
WEDNESDAY 13 FEBRUARY
10:25 - 10:40 Mind Tools: On-demand
workplace learning
10:50 - 11:05 Supercharge your people
performance - How global brands are
achieving this
11:15 - 11:30 GDPR Sorted game: The most
fun you’ll ever have with data protection!
11:40 - 11:55 The all-new Nimble Author is
making its debut here at LT19. This is your
chance to gain a first glimpse of Nimble’s
next-generation authoring tool
12:05 - 12:20 How the right tools can make
you a winning learning leader
12:30 - 12:45 Creating a meaningful digital
learning experience with CrossKnowledge
12:55 - 13:10 Unicorn LMS
13:20 - 13:35 Netex learningCloud - Engage /
Empower / Improve
13:45 - 14:00 Learning experience platform:
Everything you need to know
14:10 - 14:25 See articulate 360 in action
14:35 - 14:50 Today is a good day to upgrade
yourself
15:00 - 15:15 The Omni-solution: Design,
create and deliver beautiful eLearning
15:25 - 15:40 Showcase KPMG product Tech
Foundation
15:50 - 16:05 Effective, measurable learning
from Wranx
16:15 - 16:30 How the right tools can make
you a winning learning leader

DAY 2
THURSDAY 14 FEBRUARY
10:00 - 10:15 Empowering staff-led learning
with AI
10:25 - 10:40 Mobile, microlearning and AI How to combine the big three
10:50 - 11:05 Empowering the self-driven
learner with Saba
11:15 - 11:30 Saffron eaSe - Learning on the
job, in the workflow, at the point of need
11:40 - 11:55 Living the modern learning
experience
12:05 - 12:20 Docebo: All In on Artificial
Intelligence (AI)
12:30 - 12:45 What’s the perfect design
approach to bespoke e-learning?
12:55 - 13:10 Demo of Vyond Studio
13:20 - 13:35 LinkedIn Learning: Online
learning your organisation will use, love and
apply
13:45 - 14:00 Kallidus give a sneaky peak of
what is coming out of their innovation lab
14:10 - 14:25 How to transform your L&D
function with business intelligence reporting
14:35 - 14:50 LXPs: Delivering on your
promise of professional development
15:00 - 15:15 Replace training clients, cut
training times and reduce training costs with
Assima Train
15:50 - 16:05 Immersive simulation - Difficult
HR conversation

